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Introduction

A major challenge in the delivery of breast cancer 
radiotherapy (RT) for breast conserving therapy arises from 
the interfraction patient setup errors and anatomic variations 
including the changes from simulation to treatment delivery 
(1,2). Since the breast is composed of soft tissue that often 
has recently undergone surgical procedure(s), it is prone to 

displacement and deformation between fractions (1,3). The 
size and shape of the lumpectomy cavity (LC) have been 
reported to vary substantially with time based upon the 
studies of LC contours as well as surgical clips (2-9). These 
variations result in either excessive dose to normal tissues or 
suboptimal dose coverage for the target, which can reduce 
the optimal coverage of targets and sparing organs at risk 
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that had been designed in the initial treatment plan (10,11). 
This dosimetric inaccuracy becomes even more critical 
for accelerated partial breast irradiation (APBI) as its total 
fractions are fewer and the prescribed dose per fraction is 
higher compared to whole breast irradiation.

To address the interfraction variations, many schemes 
have been proposed or developed. The most popular 
strategy is image-guided RT (IGRT), characterized by 
imaging and repositioning the patient prior to the delivery, 
based upon rigid-body registration. IGRT is introduced to 
reduce interfraction setup and translational variations in 
general (1,3,5). This conventional technique, however, is 
not capable of fully addressing organ deformation, target 
volume changes and the relative position shift between 
the target and critical organs. On the other hand, online 
replanning with a full-scale optimization based on the 
CT acquired for a specific fraction seems most appealing 
to achieve the ideal dose distribution for the fraction but 
this is currently not feasible practically, as it requires an 
unacceptable time length to generate a new plan. To address 
this issue, fast online adaptive RT (ART) strategies, where 
the original plan is modified based on the current fraction 
CT, were introduced (12-15). Such a fast replanning 
algorithm, for example, consists of segment aperture 
morphing (SAM) and segment weight optimization (SWO) 
(15-17). The SAM alters each intensity-modulated RT 
(IMRT) segment shape according to the change of the 
target from the planning CT to the CT of the day, while 
the SWO optimizes the weight of each new segment based 
on the pre-established dose-volume criteria. This scheme 
has been shown to effectively address interfraction changes 
in prostate cancer RT with acceptable replanning times 
(ranging from 8 to 12 minutes) (16). This strategy is also 
being explored for head and neck and pancreas cancers 
(15,17). 

Although the interfraction changes in LC volume and 
shape for APBI have been previously studied, the dosimetric 
effects of these changes have only been sparsely reported. 
No effective correction strategy for such changes has been 
explored. The objectives of this work are (I) to characterize 
the interfraction variations for APBI in supine position 
based on CTs acquired at each fraction using an in-room 
CT (more accurate due to the diagnostic-quality CTs 
as compared to the cone-beam CTs used in most of the 
previous studies), (II) to thoroughly assess the dosimetric 
effects of these interfraction variations within the frame 
of IGRT technique, and (III) to evaluate the dosimetric 
effectiveness of using the SAM + SWO online ART strategy 

to account for these variations. 

Methods

This retrospective study was approved by the Institutional 
Review Board of the Medical College of Wisconsin. 
Analysis was completed on a total of about 100 diagnostic-
quality CT sets acquired at each fraction using an in-
room CT (CTVision, Siemens) during IGRT for ten 
patients treated with APBI in the supine position between 
2008 to 2010. Among the 10 patients, 3 had a LC in 
the left breast and 7 in the right breast. Four of the 
patients had a LC located in the upper outer quadrant, 
5 in the upper inner quadrant, and 1 in the lower outer 
quadrant. The patients were irradiated with a total 
dose of 38.5 Gy in 10 fractions in 5 days approximately  
4–6 weeks after lumpectomy surgery. For each fraction CT 
set, the LC, treated breast, lungs and heart were delineated 
by populating the contours from the planning CT to the 
fraction CT using an auto-segmentation tool (ABAS, 
Elekta) based on deformable image registration (DIR) 
and then edited manually by two radiation oncologists. 
The clinical target volume (CTV) and the planning 
target volume (PTV) were created following the NSABP 
B-39/RTOG protocol 0413 with expansions of 1.5 and 
2.5 cm from the LC, respectively. The PTV evaluation 
volume (PTV_EVAL) is defined by limiting the PTV to  
5 mm from the skin and by the posterior breast tissue 
extent.

The interfraction variations, including the changes in 
organ volume and shape, were quantified with diverse 
parameters calculated with a software tool (Seg3D, 
Siemens). The definitions of these parameters are illustrated 
in Figure 1. The relative volume ratio (RVR), defined as 
the ratio of the volume in the fraction CT to that in the 
planning CT, is a direct measure of the relative volume 
change from the planning to each fraction. The shape 
changes in three dimensions (3D) [left-right (LR), anterior-
posterior (AP), and superior-inferior (SI)] were analyzed 
with the bounding box method (18) for each fractional CT. 
In addition, the maximum overlap ratio (MOR), calculated 
between the volumes based on planning and fraction CTs 
for a given structure, and the Dice’s coefficient (DC), the 
ratio of overlapping volume to the average volume of the 
planning and fraction contours, were used to evaluate shape 
and volume variations, i.e., excluding translational and 
rotational variations that can be accounted for by the IGRT 
repositioning. In this sense, MOR and DC were both used 
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to analyze deformations which cannot be fully corrected by 
IGRT. The distance of center of mass (DCOM) between 
LC and another organ, including treated breast and heart, 
was also used to measure relative geometry between these 
structures. A paired two-tailed t-test was used to obtain the 
significance of the changes from the planning CTs to the 
treatment CTs and interfraction variations. Pearson’s r and 
Spearman rank correlation tests were used to test the linear 
and non-linear correlations. 

For each fraction CT set, three types of plans were 
generated and compared to assess the dosimetric effect 
of the interfraction variations. The first type is the 
repositioning plan generated by applying the original 
plan with proper repositioning shifts to the fraction CT, 
which is usually registered to the planning CT based on 
the alignment of LCs and/or surgical clips (19). It has 
been shown that the clips represent a better surrogate for 
LC than the breast surface (3). As the diagnostic-quality 
CT allows visualizing both clips and LCs on most of the 
fraction CTs, two repositioning plans based on the two 
alignment methods were generated for each fraction CT. 
These repositioning plans represent the current standard 
IGRT practice. The second type of plan is the adaptive 
plan generated using an online replanning tool (RealART, 
Prowess) that uses the SAM and SWO algorithm described 
above (15-17). The third type of plan is the re-optimization 
plan obtained by a full-scale optimization based on the 
fraction CT using the same dose volume constrains used 
for the original plan. The re-optimization plan represents 

the ideal solution. The plan quality for these three types of 
plans was compared based on dose-volume parameters. 

The dose-volume constraints from NSABP B-39/RTOG 
0413 protocol were adopted for the original IMRT, ART 
and re-optimization plans for each fraction. For the PTV_
EVAL, the volume covered by 95% of the prescription 
dose (V95) ≥95% of the PTV_EVAL volume. For the 
ipsilateral breast reference volume, V50 ≤50% and V100 

≤35%, for ipsilateral lung, V30 <15%, while V5 <15% for 
the contralateral lung and for heart, V5 <5% for right-side 
lesion and V40 <5% for left-side lesion. For the contralateral 
breast and thyroid, the maximum point dose was limited to 
3% of the prescribed dose.

To demonstrate cumulative dosimetric effects, an 
attempt was made to compute cumulative doses over all 
fractions for the four plans for a selected sample case. The 
deformable image registration matrices obtained between 
the CT of the first fraction and CTs of other fractions 
using the ABAS tool were used to map doses from fraction 
CTs to the CT of the first fraction. The cumulative dose 
was then obtained by summarizing the deformed fraction 
doses on the CT of the first fraction. 

Results

As expected, the shape and volume of the LC changed 
substantially from the CT simulation to the treatment 
delivery. These changes persisted through all fractions with 
certain variations. A typical set of LC interfraction changes 
in a patient are shown in Figure 2A, where all fraction LC 
contours were overlaid onto the planning LC contour (red, 
thick line) in the axial view. Figure 2B shows the overlaid 
locations of the six surgical clips from the planning CT 
(blue, solid rings) and a fraction CT (yellow, dashed rings) 
for the same patient. Relative shifts from the positions of 
the clips in the planning CT to those in the fraction CT are 
different in both magnitude and direction, indicating LC 
deformation, in addition to the general volume shrinkage. 

Details of the LC dimension changes can be determined 
by the bounding box method. For each fraction, the changes 
in the box dimensions along LR, AP, and SI directions were 
calculated. The histograms of those changes collected from 
all patients are displayed in Figure 2C. The average changes 
were −4.7±3.4, −3.1±2.6, and −2.5±4.9 mm in LR, AP, and 
SI directions, respectively. These changes were random in 
nature. The overall histogram calculated based on LR, AP, 
and SI changes is also included in Figure 2C.

The RVRs and DCs for LCs calculated between the 

Figure 1 A schematic to illustrate the definitions of the relative 
volume ratio (RVR), the maximum overlap ratio (MOR), the Dice’s 
coefficient (DC), and the distance of center of mass (DCOM). 
Vplan, Vfraction are the structure volumes in the planning CT and 
fraction CT. Voverlap is the overlap volume of these two. The 
maximum overlap volume (Vmaximum overlap) is the volume under the 
condition that the positions of the two volumes are adjusted to give 
the maximum overlap.
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planning CTs and each of the 10 fractions for all 10 
cases studied are shown in Figure 3A and B, respectively. 
Consistent with the trend illustrated in Figure 2A, the LC 
changed in the first fraction from the planning CT and 
remained relatively stable through the last fraction. The 
average values of RVR, MOR, and DC over 10 fractions for 
each of the 10 patients are shown in Figure 3C. On average, 
the volume of the LC at the last fraction is reduced by 
23.0%±14.3% [one standard deviation (SD)] from that in 
the planning CT for the 10 patients (P=0.0004). Compared 
to the changes from planning to the first fraction, the 
changes throughout the treatment course were small and 
fluctuated. The average of the SDs of the RVR values is 
3.5%±1.9%, indicating the interfraction changes were 
negligible. The DC values range from 60% to 90% with 

a mean value of 80.4%±6.0%. It was found that MOR and 
DC were both strongly correlated to RVR (both P<0.0001, 
r=0.99 for MOR, and r=0.94 for DC based on Pearson’s r 
correlation tests), suggesting their equivalence in measuring 
LC change. Although the LC changes observed in Figure 3 
unavoidably include the variation in the contour generation 
on fraction CTs, the contouring uncertainty should not be a 
major concern considering the total deviation of up to 50%.

The average values of RVR, MOR and DC for 
the treated breast volumes over the 10 patients are 
98.8%±2.7%, 93.0%±2.0% and 93.6%±1.0%, respectively, 
indicating relatively small shape and volume changes for the 
treated breasts from simulations to treatments. The average 
changes in DCOM between LCs and treated breasts and 
hearts are 2.3±2.2 and 2.1±1.3 mm, respectively. 

Figure 2 LC interfraction variations. (A) Axial view of the lumpectomy cavity contour from the planning CT (outermost, thick, red) overlaid 
with those from 10 fractional CTs (others) for a selected patient; (B) 3D view of two sets of clips. The rings represent the contours of the 
clips. One set was from the planning CT (blue, solid) and another set was from a fraction CT (yellow, dashed). Each set had 7 clips. They 
were aligned with the clip at the top-left corner. The slice spacing was 2.5 mm; (C) histograms of LC dimensional changes along the LR, AP, 
and SI axes with the red solid curve showing the overall distribution including all directions (sum of cases along LR, AP, and SI).
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In Figure 4, dose volume histograms (DVH) for the 
four plans (two repositioning plans based on surgical clip 
and LC alignments, adaptive plan, and re-optimization 
plan) generated for a fraction CT are compared for a case 
with relatively small LC changes (case #9 in Figure 3C). A 
relatively good agreement between the four plans indicates 

that the dosimetric impact of the small LC changes is also 
small, and the repositioning method with IGRT is adequate 
to address the variation between simulations and deliveries. 
Since the LC volume variations did not change significantly 
between the initial and last fractions (P=0.45), the DVH 
behaviors for one fraction can approximately represent 
those for other treatment fractions.

The DVHs of the four plans generated for a case with 
relatively large LC changes (case #1 in Figure 3C) are shown 
in Figure 5. Clearly, the adaptive and re-optimization plans 
are similar, and both provide better plan qualities than the 
two repositioning plans. The DVHs for normal breast 
tissue and the treated breast excluding PTV_EVAL are 
shown in Figure 5B. The adaptive plan yields 11.0% and 
5.2% reductions in the V50 of the normal breast tissue for 
the clip-based and LC-based plans, respectively. The same 
trend can also be seen for the heart as shown in Figure 5C, 
which is a zoom-in of the low dose region in Figure 5A. 

Several key dose-volume parameters for the four plans 
generated based on one fraction CT for these cases with 
relatively large LC changes (cases #1–3 in Figure 3C, with 
LC volume shrinkage of ≥30%) and a case with small LC 
change (case #9 in Figure 3C, the case in Figure 4) are 
tabulated in Table 1. It is demonstrated again that the online 
ART plans are comparable to the re-optimization plans and 
both are better than the repositioning plans, in both target 
coverage and normal tissue sparing, for the cases with large 
LC changes. 

Table 2 shows the average values of various dose-volume 

Figure 3 Interfraction changes of characteristic parameters. (A) 
Relative volume ratios (RVR) and (B) Dice’s coefficients (DC) 
of lumpectomy cavities between the planning and fractional CT 
contours for 10 patients, and (C) the averages of RVRs, maximum 
overlap ratios (MOR) and DCs over all fractions for 10 patients. The 
error bars show the standard deviations obtained from 10 fractions.
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parameters over all fractions for the four plans generated 
for each individual fraction for the 10 cases studied. 
Generally, the adaptive plans and the re-optimization 
plans are comparable and meet required dosimetric 
criteria (average P value of 0.32±0.16, ranging from 0.13 

to 0.57, for all parameters), and both are better than the 
two repositioning plans. Specifically, the criterion of V95 
≥95% for PTV_EVAL was met in only 50% of cases for 
the LC-based repositioning plans. Although not statistically 
significant, the repositioning plans based on LC contours 
are slightly better than those based on clips. For example, 
the average V95 for PTV_EVAL increases by 2.2%, and the 
average V50 for the healthy ipsilateral breast tissue decreases 
by 1.1% when comparing the LC-based to the clips-based 
repositioning plans. The smallest V95 values were observed 
for the three cases with large LC changes listed in Table 1.  
This can be understood that as the LC deformation 
becomes large, the changes in the clips’ positions cannot 
accurately represent the changes in LC.

The cumulative doses calculated for a case with large 
LC changes (case #3) were obtained for the four plans. 
The obtained quantities based on the cumulative doses, 
in the order of the clip-based repositioning, LC-based 
repositioning, adaptive, and re-optimization plans, were 
80.9%, 90.9%, 95.5%, and 95.4% for the PTV_EVAL V95; 
35.7%, 31.9%, 30.3%, and 28.9% for the V50 normal breast 
tissue (excluding PTV_EVAL) and 11.8%, 9.3%, 6.7%, 
and 8.5% for the ipsilateral lung V30, respectively. These 
values are basically consistent with those obtained for the 
first fraction, indicating that the above observations based 
on fraction doses are generally applicable for those based on 
cumulative doses.

Discussion

Change in LC shape and size during post-operative 
radiation therapy for breast cancer is well-known and has 
been extensively studied (4,6,20-22). The LC volume is 
generally decreased from simulation to treatment. In this 
study, the change in LC volume from the planning CT 
to the fraction CTs varies from 5–50%, similar to those 
reported by others (4). This change can lead to dosimetric 
deviation from the prescribed plan. To address this issue, 
adaptive planning has been reported for the LC boost 
treatment following whole breast irradiation (WBI) 
(2,8,23,24). In this study, the benefits of adaptive planning 
for APBI, which uses the LC as a CTV, have been explored 
with similar trends and conclusions obtained regarding to 
maintaining the PTV coverage and reducing the dose of 
OARs. 

For the cohort in this study receiving APBI, the benefit 
of ART is evident for 30% of the patients who have a large 
LC shrinkage, comparable to 26% observed for WBI (24).  

Figure 5 DVHs of the four plans generated based on one fraction 
CT for a case with relatively large lumpectomy cavity changes. (A) 
DVHs for all inspected structures. Details for normal breast tissue 
(treated breast excluding PTV_EVAL) and the heart are shown in 
(B) and (C), respectively.
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Table 1 Dose-volume quantities of four plans generated for one case (case 9) with small LC change and three cases (cases 1, 2 and 3) with large 
LC changes based on one fraction CT. The V5 of the hearts and the contralateral lungs had a zero value for all 4 cases (not shown)

Case No. Structure Quantity
Repositioning

Adaptive Re-optimization
Clip LC contour

9 PTV_EVAL V95 95.5 95.5 95.9 95.9

Breast reference volume (lpsi) V50 41.0 41.4 41.0 39.6

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V100 5.2 4.3 3.6 3.1

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V50 46.6 46.2 46.3 45.6

Lung (lpsi) V30 5.5 5.9 4.8 5

1 PTV_EVAL V95 91.8 96.2 95.9 95.9

Breast reference volume (lpsi) V50 48.1 47.4 43.5 42.5

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V100 2.1 1.9 4.4 1.0

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V50 44.0 40.9 35.9 34.6

Lung (lpsi) V30 4.6 3.2 1.4 1.4

2 PTV_EVAL V95 86.1 88.5 95.4 95.5

Breast reference volume (lpsi) V50 46.1 46.1 42.5 45.2

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V100 10.5 5.6 8.8 3.6

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V50 56.5 50.7 45.5 48.6

Lung (lpsi) V30 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.6

3 PTV_EVAL V95 86.7 93.0 95.6 95.9

Breast reference volume (lpsi) V50 42.4 41.4 37.9 40.1

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V100 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.1

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V50 36.1 32.1 28.5 29.7

Lung (lpsi) V30 12.2 9.4 7.6 7.9

Breast (lpsi) − PTV_EVAL, ipsilateral breast excluding PTV_EVAL.

Table 2 Average values of dose-volume quantities over all fractions for four plans generated for each individual fraction for the 10 cases studied

Structure Quantity Requirement
Repositioning

Adaptive Re-optimization
Clip LC contours

PTV_EVAL V95 ≥95% 92.3±3.6 94.5±2.5 95.7±0.1 95.8±0.1

Breast reference volume (ipsi) V50 ≤50% 43.0±5.2 43.1±5.0 41.6±5.3 41.6±5.4

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V100 N/A 3.3±3.0 3.2±2.2 3.6±2.8 2.5±1.9

Breast (Ipsi) − PTV_EVAL V50 N/A 43.2±10.2 42.1±10.0 40.6±9.6 40.0±9.7

Breast reference volume (contra) Maximum As low as possible 7.8±5.3 7.2±5.7 6.3±5.5 7.2±6.8

Lung (ipsi) V30 ≤15% 5.3±3.6 5.0±2.8 3.9±2.4 4.2±2.8

Lung (contra) V5 ≤15% 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.1±0.3 0.0±0.0

Heart V5 ≤5% 0.6±1.1 0.3±0.8 0.3±0.9 0.2±0.7
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For the remaining 70% of patients without large LC 
changes, the two repositioning plans were generally 
concordant with minor differences between them (P values 
were 0.056 for target coverage, 0.040 for normal breast 
tissue sparing, and 0.17 for lung tissue sparing). The reason 
ART is not necessary for all patients partially lies in the fact 
that the relatively small or moderate LC deformations or 
volume changes are accounted for in the margins used to 
define PTV and PTV_EVAL. The PTVs generated with a 
large expansion (25 mm) from the LC and the PTV_EVAL 
trimmed from the PTV were much larger than LCs, with 
the average volume ratios of PTV/LC and PTV_EVAL/
LC of 18.3±6.1 and 11.1±3.6, respectively. In addition, 
the trimming for PTV_EVAL along the curvature of 
the breast cause a further loss of the inherent geometric 
characteristics of LC. It is reasonable to argue whether 
such large CTV to PTV margins are necessary for the ART 
plan as it can account for target volume and shape changes. 
With a reduced PTV margin, the benefit of ART would be 
increased, even for the case with moderate changes in LC. 
For the studied cohort, the threshold of RVR for ART is 
roughly 70%. This value is close to the one obtained in the 
study of adaptive planning for the boost after whole breast 
irradiation, which is 65% (24). For the patients who have an 
RVR smaller than 70% at the first treatment, ART would be 
recommended. If RVR is greater than 70%, IGRT should 
be sufficient.

It should be noted that the change of the breast volume 
is generally not a concern as it is not significantly changed 
(20,25). In this study the treated breast volumes had a 
median volume of 842.9 cm3 and an interquartile range 
from 635.5 to 928.7 cm3, which is in normal range for 
early-stage breast cancer patients (26) as a result of random 
selection of patients. The RVR of breast volumes over the 
10 patients averaged 98.8%, which indicates a very minor 
change.

The timeline of the treatment flow is critical for 
the option of adaptive planning. In this study, the CT 
simulations were performed 2–8 weeks after surgery and 
usually 2 weeks before treatment of the first fraction. The 
decrease in LC volume depends strongly on the surgery-
to-simulation time span (spearman rank correlation test, 
r=−0.89, P=0.003), which is consistent with the previous 
reports (20,21). The change, however, does not depend on 
the simulation-to-treatment time span (r=0.24, P=0.57). 
It is known the LC volume increases first, due to seroma 
filling, and then decreases as seroma is reabsorbed after 
lumpectomy (4). The LC volume usually reaches its peak 

2–4 weeks after the lumpectomy and then decreases with 
a continuously reduction rate with time. The change 
stabilizes at 9–14 weeks after surgery (27). If the simulation 
was performed at a time with peak LC volume, a severe 
LC change would be expected. For the cases studied 
with a surgery-to-simulation time span less than 3 weeks, 
reductions in LC volume were greater than 25% suggesting 
that CT simulation should be performed at least 3 weeks 
after lumpectomy to avoid extreme LC changes. If 
simulation is performed within 3 weeks of the lumpectomy, 
online ART may be considered as the LC is likely to 
experience a larger interfraction change. Unlike WBI, the 
treatment course of APBI only takes 5 days, and therefore 
the change of LC during the course is minimal as reflected 
in Figure 2A and B. The difference between the first and 
last fraction is not significant for RVR (P=0.45) and DC 
(P=0.75). The online ART can be performed on the first 
fraction and the adaptive plan can be extendedly used for 
the remaining fractions.

One major limitation of this study is the small cohort 
size. Also, this study presents an explorative view of the 
merits of ART. It may not cover all types of cases in actual 
clinical practice. For example, the location of the LC, and 
the distance between the LC and heart in extreme cases 
could lead to a difference in the dosimetric effects seen. 
The distribution of the existing cases in the cohort may 
deviate from reality and therefore the statistics of the ART 
benefits based on the patients may not be representative for 
all patients. For example, in contrast to the fact that slightly 
more breast tumors are in the left breast than the right (28), 
only 3 of out of 10 patients has a LC on the left breast, 
where the heart dose is a more concern than the right 
breast patients. Compared to literature (29), the number of 
cases with a LC in the upper inner quadrant was relatively 
over-weighted which increased the difficulty of sparing the 
contralateral breast. 

Conclusions

The interfraction anatomic variations in patients with 
APBI in the supine position were qualitatively analyzed. 
Significant volume shrinkage and deformations in LC 
were observed, particularly at the first fraction. While the 
current practice of IGRT repositioning can account for the 
variations for a large proportion of the cases studied owing 
to the large PTV margin, the online ART was found to be 
advantageous for cases with extremely large LC changes. 
The IGRT plans based upon LC alignment are slightly 
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better than those based upon surgical-clip alignment. 
Online adaptive replanning is suggested at least for the first 
fraction for the cases with large LC changes.
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